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Donate Food To The Community

 
Long term care and aid to the poor. The Delta wave in New Zealand started around August
17th. Auckland, being the most affected city, had been in lockdown for over fifty days. The
Government extended the lockdown in Auckland due to the unstable condition of the Delta
wave. This had rendered it more difficult for the poor.   
 
During this period, Tzu Chi contacted their long term care group and schools that were in
contact with Tzu Chi regularly to understand their needs and situation. Of all the long
term care group, seven families needed food parcels. Flat Bush School Principal, Banapa
Avatea replied that 20 students needed food parcels urgently.  In 2020, the principal also
requested food parcels, Tzu Chi delivered food parcels on 23 April, helping 25 families in
difficulties.  
 
During the lockdown, Tzu Chi volunteers and the school representatives worked hand in
hand to ensure the safety of all parties in the contactless distribution. Tzu Chi volunteers
also encouraged food parcel recipients to eat more vegetarian food while checking on their
current situation. 



Food Parcel Distribution
 

 
20 October 2021 
Auckland went into lockdown in August due to covid19, during these two months, the price
of goods and oil has gone up due to inflation. The rise of living expenses caused many
people to get into financial difficulty. Tzu Chi NZ decided to do one more round of food
parcel distribution. Tzu Chi notified care recipients about the food parcel distribution by
email and informed care recipients to do online registration before the event. 

Auckland was at alert level three, Tzu Chi NZ arranged for contactless drive-through food
distribution. On 30 October at 8 in the morning, 15 volunteers wore masks and face
shields, got ready for the food distribution. The car number plate was used for registration,
food parcel applicants just need to drive into the car park, Tzu Chi volunteers checked the
car number and placed the food parcel into the car boot. 
 
The whole procedure was completed in a few minutes. Tzu Chi volunteers wrote a big
Maori word “Kia Kaha” (stay strong) on the whiteboard. At the same time, they also
reminded care recipients to eat vegetarian “Respect animals, love vegetables and fruits”.
Tzu Chi volunteers hope to get people to include more vegetarian food and less animal
flesh in their diet. Food parcel recipients expressed their gratitude by raising their thumb,
some shouted thank you, and some briefly honked their horns.

13 November 2021 
Tzu Chi NZ organized another food distribution on 13 November. It was a rainy day,
volunteers put on their raincoats and diligently performed the food distribution task.  
 
27 November 2021 
Tzu Chi NZ organized another drive-through food parcel distribution event on 27
November. Tzu Chi volunteers worked cooperatively from planning, registration,
purchasing and packing to distribution. 



Cars lined up outside Tzu Chi before the event started. Tzu Chi volunteers followed Covid-
19 SOP accurately and executed their job without fear. Working under the sun for two
hours, the volunteers put a smile on their faces constantly. “Please open your car boot”, the
volunteers placed the food parcel into the boot and gently close the boot. People were
touched by their sincere and respectful attitude. 
 
Michelle drove from Bombay to collect the food parcel. While waiting in the queue, the
volunteer told her Tzu Chi’s bamboo bank story. She was touched and grateful. This is the
third time she had come to collect a food parcel. Tzu Chi volunteer further told Michelle
about Tzu Chi’s “one vegetarian meal a day” programme and was delighted to know that
Michelle is a vegan. Evajoy was touched after reading the story of Tzu Chi in the leaflet
inside the food parcel, she sent an email to Tzu Chi NZ indicating her wish to donate.  
 
Tzu Chi volunteers in New Zealand follow the teaching of Master Cheng Yen, seizing every
opportunity to inspire love in people, and to make them into someone willing to give and
rich in the heart. 

Christchurch Scholarship Award Ceremony
 
 

Every year Tzu Chi NZ volunteers travel to Christchurch to award scholarships to the
students. Due to the pandemic, Tzu Chi NZ now couriers the certificates to Tzu Chi
volunteers in Christchurch, the volunteer will then award the certificates at the ceremony.
Further, instead of issuing a cheque to each student, Tzu Chi NZ now transfers money
directly to the school’s bank account.  
 
19 November 2021 Tzu Chi Christchurch volunteer Lin awarded scholarships to Linwood
College in the morning and St James School in the afternoon. Lin went to the school to
work with the staff in preparing for the ceremony, taking photographs and et cetera. While
in Auckland, eight volunteers joined the virtual ceremonies. During the opening, the Tzu
Chi presenter delivered a briefing on Tzu Chi’s philosophy and mission. And the Tzu Chi
NZ CEO Ping Wang gave a speech which encouraged the students to continue working
hard and to develop a positive outlook about 2022. 
 
Linwood College Assistant Principal Katie Stanton greeted everyone in fluent Chinese. She
also thanked Tzu Chi for the love, care and generosity. In the afternoon, St James School
Principal Rose Firth-Scott led the young pupils to waive their hands to Tzu Chi volunteers.
The parents of the award-winning pupil were grateful for the scholarships. According to
Tzu Chi CEO, there had been a drop in applicants for the scholarship due to the pandemic.
Before the closure of the ceremony, everyone prayed for an end to the pandemic.



 
Deliver Care and Love to Tzu Chi's Oldest Volunteer 

 
 
Auckland has been locked down for over three months since the increment of community
Covid19 cases. Fortunately, John, Tzu Chi’s oldest volunteer, had moved into a rest home
a few days before the lockdown. Tzu Chi volunteers felt a sense of relief because John will
be taken care of in the rest home. During the lockdown, people are not allowed to get in
touch with someone not in the same household; under this rule, Tzu Chi volunteers should
not send food to John.  
 
During the pandemic, Tzu Chi volunteers called John routinely to make sure he is well. On
25 November, Tzu Chi volunteers sent John his favourite banana, potato salads, and a
2022 calendar. Volunteers left the parcel at the counter and called John by phone as the
rest home is not open to the public. John was very happy with the thoughtful gifts. He
misses and looks forward to meeting his Tzu Chi family members, and he wished everyone
good health amid the Coronavirus pandemic. 
 

 
 

 Auckland Online Scholarship Award Ceremony 
 

 
Tzu Chi NZ believes that education can greatly influence the future of disadvantaged
students. Therefore, every year Tzu Chi NZ hold a grand awards ceremony to make the
students feel their work is valued. The recognition and encouragement will support the
students to continue working hard in achieving academic excellence. 
 
This year, due to Covid-19, the awards ceremony was held online in Auckland on 11
December. The students and teachers attended the online ceremony at home separately.
The awarded students would have to go to Tzu Chi NZ to collect their award certificates,
scholarships and gifts the next day. 
 
 
Manurewa Intermediate School 
On 11 December in the morning Tzu Chi volunteers were busy preparing for the online
award ceremony. At 10.30 a.m. Tzu Chi NZ held the ceremony for Manurewa Intermediate
School. Tzu Chi’s CEO congratulated and encouraged the students, and wished them a
bright and successful 2022.  Manurewa Intermediate School has 27 awarded students,
each of their names were called out and congratulated by Ross Devereux, the Deputy
Principal of Manurewa Intermediate School. The students and their families were grateful
to Tzu Chi NZ for the grant. 
 
 
Dawson Primary School 
The Scholarship award ceremony for Dawson Primary School began at 11 a.m. After the
presenter delivered a briefing on Tzu Chi’s missions and philosophy, the associate
principal,  Tarayn Zeier called out each of the names of the nine award-winning pupils. 



 
On 13 December in the morning, Tzu Chi NZ was opened for the award-winning students
to collect their certificates and scholarships. Telea of Manurewa Intermediate School came
with her mother, Mrs Telea thanked Tzu Chi for the scholarship, she said the grant is very
important to the family and that Telea can use the money toward her high school
education.   
 
Campbell thanked the teachers of the school for doing a great job for the students during
the lockdown. A shy student thanked Tzu Chi quietly for the scholarship which she intends
to use on her school fee. The parent cried happy tears and hugged Tzu Chi volunteers. 
 
Another parent indicated that now they can buy a computer which she could not afford
previously. 8 years-old Pates came with her mother and her younger siblings. Having three
young children, this was a difficult year for mother due to Covid-19 and the lockdown. She
thanked Tzu Chi for helping the community.  
 
In total Tzu Chi NZ spent $28,000 in 2021 on Scholarships. 67 students from 4 schools
were awarded.

Christmas Food Parcel Distribution  
 

 
Tzu Chi NZ held four food parcel distributions from the beginning of the Delta outbreak
until the end of 2021. All food parcel distributions were carried out by contactless drive-
through means.  
 
18 December was the last distribution of the year, many cars lined up outside Tzu Chi
before the food distribution started. Food items in the parcels were common daily
necessities. Tzu Chi volunteers had carefully researched about what are the much-needed
items. Some recipients of food parcels were not new, while some recipients learnt about



Tzu Chi food distribution through words of mouth; Tzu Chi NZ also put up notices on
several places including schools, Tzu Chi NZ’s website, the city council’s website,
budgeting services, and the ministry of health. With Christmas coming up, Tzu Chi NZ put
in extra effort intending to help these pandemic affected people this festive season. 21
volunteers put on their Christmas hats delivered wishes and love to everyone.  
 

 
Tzu Chi encourages people to donate as much (or as little) as they wish. A mother came to
collect the food parcel with her three children. When a Tzu Chi volunteer approached them
with a donation box in their hand, the mother gave each of her children a coin to put into
the box. This mother has a lot of wisdom for seizing the great opportunity to educate her
children about giving, and for the children to experience the joy of helping others. 
 
On the contrary, there was a driver who drove directly to collect the food parcel who rudely
ignored Tzu Chi volunteers’ greeting.Volunteers approached the driver trying to explain the
spirit of the bamboo bank. But the driver did not even open the window, and although they
spoke loudly they were not sure if the driver heard them. 
 
The driver left immediately after collecting the food parcel. But he drove back again to put
a few coins into the donation box and he waved at the volunteers. During the food
distribution event, Tzu Chi volunteers observed different attitudes in people. However, they
trust that despite the different attitudes, there is great love in everyone. They learnt to fulfil
their responsibility without asking for a return and not being affected by the attitude of
people. 
 
An elderly man came to collect food parcels on behalf of his friends. He said that his family
and another four families put a coin into the bamboo bank, and make good wishes every
day. He brought along all their bamboo banks. Tzu Chi volunteer gladly took his bamboo
banks and gave him empty bamboo banks to take home. Many food parcel recipients also
came to return their bamboo banks. Some people put some coins into the donation box
and waved at the volunteers. 
 
“Thanks for your love, Merry Christmas!” Tzu Chi volunteers observed the seed of
compassion has grown stronger in the donation recipients. The purpose of coin donation is
to instigate kindness and generate love in people. Every coin is equivalent to a kind
thought. 



Support Case - Mrs. A 
 
 

Mrs. A and her husband came from Singapore. Ten months ago Mrs. A went to Auckland
hospital to deliver her baby and got an infection during the operation. She suffers ongoing
lower abdominal pain due to the infection; consequently, this weakens her health. The pain
also affected her daily life and her ability in looking after her baby. 
 
On 3 December 2021, Tzu Chi volunteers visited Mrs. A at her home. The volunteer
followed the Covid-19 social distancing rule; spoke with Mrs. A outside the front door. The
volunteer brought Mrs. A a book of Jing-Si Aphorism, a bag of five grains powder, a bag of
yam and pearl barley powder, and a good luck charm for health and safety. 
 
While they were talking, Mrs. A remained in a squatting position all the time. She explained
that she can get dizzy if she stands for too long, and may faint and fall as a result,
squatting can prevent injury if she were to faint. 
 
Mrs. A has poor appetite due to stomachache and her condition also affected sleep quality.
This has impacted her mentally. Fortunately Mrs. A has a cheerful nature which keeps her
going after all the suffering. The volunteer felt for Mrs. A and wished Mrs. A a
well recovery. 
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